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Chapter 1

Laboratory:Night
 

We are inside a dimly light lab at the New Energy 
Organization. We drift down to see scientists going about 
their business, we see a large metal container alive with a 

bright gold energy. We see the main scientist approach the 
container looking at it from time to time and taking notes. 

From nowhere a voice from nowhere speaks.

Voice
You know I will escape again… Shepard…

Ryan Shepard
I commend you on your efforts, X…but you know I had 

no choice…

X
I comprehend your actions Shepard, but I simply cannot 

allow myself to be imprisoned within this...Thing!

The gold energy dims and takes on a humanoid form and 
looks down at Ryan.

Ryan Shepard
Look X… I'm sorry for putting you in the container, but 

you were a danger… I didn't make the decision it was the 
board!

X
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Your superior is coming, and he has brought...guests!

Ryan Shepard
Shit, that's all I need!

Listen friend… Best hide for now, don't want them 
learning, you can speak and that you’re clearly an intelligent 

being.

X
For you, my new found friend anything!

X’s humanoid form disappears and his energy glows 
bright and at the same time Ryan's superior and the board 
enter the lab talking. He walks to up to Ryan shaking his 

hand but Ryan angrily let's go.

Ryan Shepard
(Through clenched teeth)

What the hell you doing here, I told you to stay the fuck 
out my lab with those brown nosers...Spencer…

James Spencer
(Quietly)

Remember… Shepard…
I own this company, I own the board… I even own your 
fucking ass… So don't bite the hand that feeds you…

Ryan Shepard
Just get out, and just go and let your friends kiss your ass!

James turns and leaves and greets the board and leads 
them out the lab. As the giant doors close at the same time X 

retakes his humanoid form…

Ryan Shepard
Asshole!
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X
My thoughts exactly… Ryan could you come closer… I 

promise I won't try and escape…

Ryan cautiously steps forward and some unknown force 
grabs him and slams him hard against the container. Gold 
energy sparks brightly for a moment then a loud bang is 

heard and Ryan drops hard to the floor. The other scientists 
rush to his aid and begin to pick him up but he shrugs them 
off and awkwardly stands to his feet as his eyes briefly flash 

gold.

End of Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Ryan’s Apartment(Morning)

We see Ryan sleeping on a expensive looking couch and 
other expensive things strewn about the apartment. We see 
Ryan stir and then wakes up and groggily sits up nursing his 

head.

Ryan Shepard
(Groans)

What the hell happened last night, feels like I've been hit 
with a fucking freight train!

X
That was my doing, I had sensed Spencer's thoughts. He 

was going to shut down the project, which included the 
lab…and me

Ryan Shepard
I knew it… But next time you feel like jumping into a 

body, give me a little more warning!
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X
My apologies Ryan!

But I had little choice.

Ryan Shepard
Don't call me Ryan, you sound like my step mother. Call 

me Shepard.

X
As you wish, Shepard. I can read your thoughts. Spencer 

will realise, that I am gone and will come after…

Ryan Shepard
What is it?

X
I saw… Something… One of your memories…

Ryan Shepard
(Laughs)

Which one?

X
Do you not remember your past?!

Ryan
Nope, I was in a horrific accident years ago. Total 

amnesia!

X
I see…

Ryan Shepard
Why? What's wrong?!

X
It does not matter….
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Suddenly the doorbell rings and Ryan gets up uneasily to 
answer it. The door opens automatically and a young woman 
is standing there. He greets her into the apartment and they 

both sit down.

Ryan Shepard
What are you doing here Alice?!

Let me guess, your father sent you to check up on me!

Alice Spencer
No, but he says there’ll be a investigation into the 

disappearance, of project 2.4.1-7…

Ryan Shepard
You mean X, right?!

Alice Spencer
Indeed, but he knows the truth. He’s seen the tapes!

Ryan's eyes change to bright gold.

X
So he knows I jumped into Shepard's body, I deduce that 

you're going to hand us over.

Alice Spencer
You can trust me!

Both of you.

X
That remains to be seen, you are the female equivalent of 

your father, Alice… You have the same deceitful traits…

Alice Spencer
(Angrily)

How dare say that!
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I'm NOTHING like that tight ass mother fucker.

X
My apologies Alice, but we both have our reasons to 

distrust you. Your actions will prove to us, that we can trust 
you.

Ryan's eyes change back to normal.

Ryan Shepard
X is right Alice. You gotta prove to us…

Alice Spencer
You can, i'll prove it you… Honest…

Alice places her hand tenderly on his cheek and a blurred 
image is seen briefly. Ryan tries to shake off what he thought 

he saw.

Ryan Shepard
What the hell…

He starts to go unconscious but X takes control of his 
body and looks sternly at Alice

X
What did you just do?!

I know, you're inhabiting  Alice's body… kyella

Alice's eyes change to bright purple.   
Kyella

It is good to see you again, my love…

Kyella gives X a hug and kisses him on the cheek.
X

It is good to see you too, but we have a more pressing 
matter to attend to.
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Kyella
I didn't mean to…

X
I know you didn't… But it has set things in motion. I will 

guide him through his journey… He's waking up…

Alice's eyes return to normal as Ryan regains 
consciousness.

Ryan Shepard
What happened?

X
You blacked out, I had to assume control of your body 

before you injured yourself.

Ryan Shepard
Thanks X!

X
It is my pleasure,

My friend.

Alice Spencer
I gotta go, before my dad gets pissy. Take care of him… 

X.

X
Don't worry I will.

Alice leaves the apartment but turns to look at Ryan and 
smiles then continues to leave.

End of Chapter 2
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Chapter 3

Run down lab:Night

We are inside a broken down shady lab a light flickers on 
and off. We see a body strapped to a table and two men 

standing over the body. We drift slowly towards them and 
stop.

Man
Are you sure, you recreated the results?

Man 2
I did John, but it looks like another failure.

John Logan
I agree, Alex. We've spent enough of the budget.

Alex Logan
If we spend anymore, they'll get suspicious.

John Logan
What about… Him?

Alex Logan
Leave him!

If and only if he wakes up, he'll be a vegetable…

Alex and John turn and leave. Several moments pass then 
a bodiless voice speaks

Voice 
Wake up!

The man stirs momentarily.

Voice
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I SAID, WAKE UP!!

The man sits up slowly and groans and clutches his head. 
The straps quickly snap off as he sits up.

Voice
Much better!

Man
Where am I?

Voice
You have been abandoned, by your colleagues, and 

subjected to… Something beyond your 
comprehension...Samuel Shepard…

Sam Shepard
Don't call me that,

You sound like that bitch, who called herself my 
stepmom! Call me Sam. So who, or what the fuck are you 

doin in my head?!

Voice 
I… Was project z, if project X did not succeed. But they 

went ahead, keeping it a secret. It does not matter how I got 
in your head… But i will protect you and give you a gift 

beyond your wildest dreams. If you let me live.

Sam Shepard
(Rubs his hands and smirks)

I like the sound of that.
You got a deal, but back out of it… I'll fry my brain first 

opportunity I get. Deal?

Voice
The terms are agreeable…
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The man starts to stand up groggily. 

Sam Shepard
Holy shit! What's wrong with me?!

Voice
Your equilibrium has not recovered, allow me to assist 

you 

A slow dull red flash is seen and Sam stands more 
confidently.

Voice
Is that more to your liking?

Sam Shepard
Much better thanks, so do you have a name?

Voice
My name is Korell, I have traveled to your world for one 

reason.

Sam Shepard
And that is?

Korell
To find those responsible for my incarceration. I know 

who my first target is. It is, my brother… Like you I was out 
shined… By my brother… But one day, something changed 

within him!

Sam Shepard
Yeah I know how that feels.

I remember the day, me and Ryan both went for the 
project leader job! He said even though I had good grades, 

he said I should hang back.
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Korell
We are kindred spirits you and I.

But we must press on, I fear that we will be in danger if 
we linger here too long.

Sam Shepard 
Am I supposed to go, almost half naked?!

From nowhere a black substance begins to creep all over 
Sam's body and hugs his body. He looks curiously at his new 

attire.

Korell
This will give you some extra protection from anyone 

that opposes us. Our journey will not be easy and maybe 
perilous.

Sam Shepard
I like it. So we both track down our respective siblings.

(Through clenched teeth)
And beat the shit outta them.

End of Chapter 3

Chapter 4

Unknown Planet:Unknown Time

We see were on an unknown planet.
We see destroyed buildings and humanoid beings running 

in panic. From nowhere we see a tall muscular being whizzes 
by and slams hard into a building. It gets up groggily we see 

another being who is a bit taller and more muscular walk 
towards the other.

Being One
I told you not to oppose me, little brother. Now tell me 
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where the location of what I seek, or this precious planet… 
And it's people will suffer.

Being Two
(Defiantly)

I will never tell you, where it is!

A bright flash is seen and we see we are in Ryan's 
bedroom. He sits bolt upright and he catches his breath. A 
shadowy figure with bright gold eyes catches his eye and he 
quickly grabs a gun on the nightstand and aims at the figure

X
Calm yourself Shepard, it is I!

Ryan Shepard
You scared the shit outta me!

X
My apologies.

I have assumed a humanoid image in your mind, so that 
you can see and hear me more clearly.

Ryan Shepard
I nearly blew your fucking head off.

X
Then your bullets would pass through me and do damage 

to your bedroom wall.

X steps forward and we see he is taken the form of 
Ryan's grandpa. Ryan looks longingly at him.

X
Oh… I did not realise your elder was important to you.

Ryan Shepard
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It's cool, it's just you look like him… Well a younger 
version…

X? Do you have a real name?

X
I do, it is Kai

Ryan Shepard
That rings a bell that name!

Kai
Hmm… Interesting… But we must be…

Kai disappears quickly and takes control of Ryan's body

Ryan Shepard
What is it?!

Kai
I sensed… Something…

It couldn't be… By the ancients!

Ryan
Just tell me!

Kai
I can't!

Ryan Shepard
Enough of the fucking riddles,

Just tell me!

Kai
(Sighs Heavily)

Ok I will tell you.
Project z was the backup project, if… I failed… But I 

sensed they went through with it without consent. They have 
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unleashed….

Ryan Shepard
It's him isn't it?!
Your brother?!

Kai
How did you know?

Ryan Shepard
I read your thoughts, well for a brief second…

Kai
It is true, he has returned so we must be cautious…

Kai takes over Ryan's body and let's out a loud mournful 
cry and from nowhere a blue mist envelopes Ryan and then 
flashes into an impressive looking armour. Ryan looks at it. 
Then it takes form as a watch on his wrist and chain on his 

neck.

Kai
This armour, like me is sentient  and will protect you 

more than me. You are now her master, yes I know it is 
overwhelming but please we must be cautious…

Ryan Shepard
I'm nobody's master, Kai!

From now on she has free will, and her own personality. 
Also she will have her own name….

Kai
No one has ever given her this much affection…

Ryan Shepard
Well it's about time she was treated equally… Syreiah… 

That will be her name…
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Kai
She likes that name, and she will never leave her new 

love… That's you Shepard… From now on we must use 
caution…

Suddenly the apartment door is kicked off its hinges and 
men clad in SWAT armour surround Ryan and aim there 

guns. He puts his hands up in surrender and curses under his 
breath as they lead him away.

End of Chapter 4

Chapter 5

Police cell: Early Morning

We see Ryan sitting staring at the floor handcuffed. 
Other prisoners glare at him but he ignores them. Suddenly a 

police officer walk up to the cell.

Police Officer
Shepard! You've been bailed.

He walks up to Ryan and takes his cuffs off and he walks 
out the cell with Ryan and we see James waiting on him 

smiling smugly.

James Spencer
Being the ceo has its perks.

You can thank me later, but for now let's get back to lab, 
so we can….

Ryan Shepard
No! I'm not working at the lab anymore Spencer…I've 

had enough… I quit
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James Spencer
I see… you've had a change of heart, so be it… But I 

warn you… I've seen what happened to you, you go public 
and I will destroy your ass.

James walks angrily away and at the same time Kai 
appears before Ryan.

Kai
That was… Unexpected, but he will not let us go without 
a fight. So our restraints have not been removed, only 

loosened.

From nowhere a man in casual clothes appears before 
Ryan.

Man
Ryan Shepard?!

Ryan Shepard
Yeah?!

Man
I am from the council of elders, our high elder has 

requested an audience with you and your friend…

Ryan Shepard
You can sense him within me?!

Man
Yes… We have been watching you, we apologize for the 

intrusion… But you have piqued our interest…

Ryan Shepard
So let's go meet them…

Ryan and the elder disappear in a white flash then 
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reappear inside an old church. We see the other council 
members and the high elder, who stands up off his 

impressive looking chair and walks down and greets him.

High Elder
Ah… You must be Shepard… I am Roselle… You are 

safe here, my friend.

A ghost like figure rips from Ryan's body and turns into a 
tall impressive blue muscular alien. 

Ryan
Kai next time you feel… Holy shit! You're a big fucker 

ain't ya?!

Ryan looks up at Kai who in turn looks at Ryan and 
speaks in a deep voice.

Kai
It is nice to see you in person Shepard. As you can see, 

this is my true form.

Ryan Shepard
No shit! 

Ryan sways uneasily and begins to faint. The elders 
respond quickly and catch him and take him off to a nearby 

room to recover.

High Elder
Do not worry, he will recover.

Kai
I worry for him, old friend.

High Elder
Do not fret Kai, I sensed his memories and thoughts. He 
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will realise who he once was, during this time I ask you be 
his guide…

We leave Kai and the high elder talking and drift into the 
room where Ryan is sleeping. The elders leave him be and 

tend to their duties. From nowhere we see a very short older 
man. He waves his staff over Ryan and they both disappear.

End of Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Unknown Place:Unknown Time

We see we are inside an impressive looking temple. We 
see Ryan lying on a large comfy bed. He stirs momentarily 

and sits up and looks at his surroundings curiously.

Ryan Shepard
Where the hell am I?

From nowhere the short old man appears.

Old Man
Ah… I see you are awake, my apologies for seemingly 

abducting you… But I must speak with you.

Ryan Shepard
Should've just spoke to me, instead of kidnapping my ass.

Old Man
I humbly apologise… Shepard, but we must speak.

Ryan Shepard
Ok what about?!

Old Man
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Do you not remember your accident do you?!

Ryan Shepard
(Frustrated)

Again with this shit!
If it's not Kai bringing up the same bullshit, it's you! And 

for the last time...NO!

Ryan leaps out of bed and punches a nearby wall hard.

Old Man
I am sorry to upset you Shepard, but we must speak of 

this.

Ryan Shepard
I'm sorry for getting angry, but I really don't remember 

anything.

Old Man
Firstly my name is Chronos, secondly I can fill in the 

gaps…

Ryan calms down instantly and sits on the bed.

Chronos
I am glad you have calmed yourself, and eager to listen to 

my words.

Ryan Shepard
I'm not eager Chronos. I wanna know what happened to 

me.

Chronos 
You had a unique gift Shepard, you were able to leave 

your corporeal form, for some time. Spencer utilised this and 
used you to travel to our world. But our world was in its 

final stage of collapse. That's where you met Kai and Korell. 
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But there's… ahh… You are wanted back at the elder 
council… If you need me, I shall be here.

A brief flash is seen and we see we are back in the elder 
council. Kai and Roselle smile welcomely at Ryan.

Roselle
Ah… It pleases me to see you are well Shepard, and I see 

you have met Chronos.

Ryan Shepard
Yeah he seems cool.

An elder of the council approaches Roselle and whispers 
something in his ear.

Roselle
It appears we have an unexpected guest.

They all follow Roselle to see who it is. We see Sam 
standing on a glowing symbol.

Sam Shepard
So this is where you've been hiding, big brother.

Ryan Shepard
I'm glad you're safe Sam, but what happened to you?!

Sam Shepard 
(Ironically)

Oh not much, left for dead in a shit hole of a lab.

Sam's eyes change to a bright blood red.

Korell
Cease your babbling, human.
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Roselle
(Whispers)

By the ancients…

Kai
I knew it was only a matter of time, before you returned. 

Your absence was… Peaceful! While it lasted 

Korell
I have no time for this….

From nowhere a bright flash and a huge explosion is 
heard. The bright flash slowly dims and we see the huge 

damage the explosion has caused. The elders and Kai and 
Roselle are unharmed but dazed. We see a human and 

metallic looking hand peer out underneath a huge mound of 
rubble

End of Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Elder Council: Unknown Time

We see the elders help clear the rubble of Ryan and they 
carry them off into a nearby room. Sam is stood 

dumbfounded so is Roselle and Kai.

Sam Shepard
What the fuck did you do?!

Korell
As I said before, I wanted vengeance…. By any means 

necessary….
 

Kai
I swear by the ancients if…
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Korell
Your threats are empty, and weak just like…

A blast of blue energy knocks korelle flying into a nearby 
pillar.

Roselle
ENOUGH! 

The ground shakes violently and thunder is heard.

Roselle
I will not have you desecrate, and destroy this place.

The fighting abruptly stops.

Roselle
Korell, you must leave… Now!

Korell
As you wish… But I will have my vengeance… in time.

A red flash is seen and Korell disappears.

Roselle
Now that little distraction is take care of, you and I…

We see Ryan exit the room slowly. He leans on the door 
to catch his breath. A ghost like figure rushes to his side we 

see he is fused with the armour.. He speaks in a robotic 
voice.

Ryan Shepard 
It's ok my love, I'm ok.

It's a bit of a shock… But i'll live.
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Kai and Roselle rush to Ryan's side.

Kai
I am pleased you're alive, I assumed that my deranged 

brother had ended your life.

Ryan Shepard
Seriah saved my ass, and it seems we're now fused 

together as one. It's a new look, but I like it.

Roselle
I too am humbled, that you are still with us Shepard and 

seriah. It appears to me that she is now… An apparition. In 
your language… A ghost

Ryan Shepard 
She keeps trying to get back in my body, but she keeps 

failing. Seriah my love, just stay by side ok?!

Seriah reluctantly nods.

End of Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Abandoned Building : Night

All we hear is Sam breathing in the darkness. Suddenly 
his surroundings are lit up. We see him staring with his eyes 

glazed.

Korell
What is wrong Sam?!

Sam Shepard
You, that's what's wrong!

You killed my brother, you deranged psycho bastard.
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Korell
An unforeseen circumstance…

Sam jumps up angrily.

Sam Shepard
(Angrily)

How dare you say that, you fucker.
I'm beginning to regret this deal.

The black suit rips its itself violently from sam's body and 
turns into an exact duplicate of Sam with grey skin and 

bright blood red eyes. Sam falls weakly to the ground and 
looks on in horror. When Korell speaks he speaks just like 

Sam but more deeper

Korell
(Smiles psychotically)

What's wrong Sam, you look like you've seen a ghost. As 
you can see I have taken your form, I no longer need you. 

You have been a… Useful vessel… But you can take me no 
further.

Sam Shepard
You rat bastard, I'll kill you

Korelle
(Laughs madly)

I somehow doubt that, in your now weakened state… I 
think you'll barely last much longer. And now I must find 

what I came for.
 

Korell disappears in a bright red light. Sam weakly tries to 
stand up but fails. 

Sam Shepard 
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(Weakly)
What have I done?!

I've fucked things up, killed my bro… I've let our past 
cloud my better judgement…

Voice
It's seems you acknowledge the error of your ways…

From nowhere a man in a white hooded robe appears.

Sam Shepard
Who, or what are you?!

Man
I am a being of light. My name is Aziel, my order has 

been watching you. We have had an encounter with Korell, 
that was many… Centuries ago. But I digress, at the last 
moment you realized that the agreement you made was 

wrong. It appears your time is running out. We can speak 
later.

Sam and Aziel both disappear in a white light.

Elder council chambers: Unknown Time

We see Roselle and Ryan standing in some sort of 
ceremonial circle. Kai and the other elders are watching.

Roselle
If you must face Korell again, then you will need to 

defend yourself. I therefore give u a portion of my power.

A wisp of blue energy flows from Roselles hands and 
enter Ryan's body. Ryan flares the energy into life then 

makes it dissipate quickly.
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Ryan Shepard
Thanks Roselle, I'm honoured.

Now I gotta find Korell, and stop him finding what he's 
here for. Which I guess it's bad news.

Kai
If you travel  down this path, then you must do this alone 

my friend, but do not worry I will be here, and take this. It 
will return you here, if you are gravely wounded. 

A wisp of gold energy flows from Kai's cloven hand and 
enter Ryan's body.

Ryan Shepard
Thanks Kai, I'm truly thankful and honoured.

Roselle
Good hunting, and may the ancients keep you safe.

Ryan smiles and disappears in a blue light.

Kai
No my friend the honor…. Is still mine.

End of chapter 8

Chapter 9

Abandoned temple: Unknown Time

We see a bright blood red flash and Korell appears and 
looks at his surroundings.

Korell 
Hmm… This must be the location of what I seek.

A dark booming voice from nowhere speaks
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Voice
So… You have come...Korell!

Korell
Who are you?! 

Voice
I am that of  what you seek...power! I can give you power 

Korell, if you set me free.

Suddenly a dark purple crystal flies into the middle of the 
room and hovers in front of Korell. He smiles wickedly.

Voice
I know you want revenge on those who have wronged 

you, I can grant you the power to overcome your enemies… 
But  first you must release me.

Korell 
If I do this, will you give me this power that you offer?!

Voice
Indeed…. All you have to do is place your hands on the 

crystal…

Korell places his hands on the crystal and at the same 
time purple energy snakes up his arms and into his body. His 

eyes change from blood red to bright purple.

Voice
We are now one Korell…  Or so you think...

(Laughs madly)

Korells  essence is ripped from his body and is forced 
into the crystal.
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Korell
(Angrily)

What have you done to me, I demand you release me 
at…

Dark Being
Demand korell?!

You demand nothing. I have been watching you for some 
time, it was I that gave you your freedom. And gave you the 
opportunity to strike down your enemies…. But you failed!

Korell
So you are my benefactor, I am sorry my master… Please 

let me go, and I will…

Dark Being
No Korell, in this crystal you will remain. It was merely a 

matter of planting the knowledge of my location into your 
tiny mind. Then offering you power, that led you to me… 

How gullible you truly are.

Korell
You will pay for double crossing me, be certain of that… 

Sam will come to my aid, and….

Dark Being
I'm afraid he won't Korell, he has somewhat seen the 
light so to speak… I will have to see to this matter 

personally, and clean up your little mess… 

Korell
It wasn't me that failed you, it my host Sam. He was weak 

and he stopped me.

Dark Being
Do not try and bargain your way out of this, it simply 

won't work Korell. As I said before I gave you your enemies 
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on a plate so to speak, but you did not take the opportunity.  
So I will deal with them. This temple will be your… Eternal 

prison… Farewell Korell.

The dark being disappears in a purple light and at the 
same time Aziel appears in a white light.

Aziel
So Korell it seems that you finally met your match, and it 

seems you've got your comeuppance. I offered you a place 
among us, many centuries ago…. But you didn't take it. So 

this place will be your final resting place!

Aziel disappears in a white light.

Korell
(Shouts Defiantly)

This crystal will never hold me Aziel, I will have my 
freedom again. Hear me dark being…once I escape from 

this prison, you and I will meet again! You will die for this… 
And I will watch you take your last breath….

End of Chapter 9

Chapter 10

Unknown Place: Unknown Time
  

We see we are inside an ancient tomb. A blue flash is 
seen and we see Ryan appear and at the same time candles 

appear and light up his surroundings. His vision is drawn to 
a shadowy figure with purple eyes. The figure walks out from 

a nearby doorway. It's the dark being. He stands with with 
his arms crossed smiling at Ryan.

Dark Being
I see you live… My old friend. 
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Ryan Shepard
Sam? What the hell has happened to you?!

Dark Being
(Laughs Madly)

I am not your brother… You don't know who I am, do 
you?! Yes, I have taken over the form of your 

sibling…Korell failed in his task, so I personally will oversee 
his mistake.

Ryan flares the energy given to him into life.

Dark Being
You think you can defeat me, puny human? You have 

NO idea who you are dealing with.

A blast of purple energy hits Ryan hard and he flies into a 
nearby wall hard. He slumps to the ground and slowly gets 

up. The energy he summoned sputters and dies.

Ryan 
(To Himself)

C'mon dammit!

He tries to summon the energy but to no avail. The dark 
being grabs Ryan unexpectedly by throat and holds him high 

in the air and squeezes.

Dark Being
You are no match for me… Ryan!

I could snap your fragile body, if I so desired…

Suddenly Roselle and Kai  appear with  their arms flaring 
with energy.

Roselle
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Let him go… Now 

Dark Being
(Laughs Madly)

As you wish!

He lets Ryan go and he falls hard to the ground and he 
falls into unconsciousness. Kai scoops him up and he 

disappears in a gold light.

Roselle
I see you have broken free, from your prison

Dark Being
(Scowls at Roselle)

I was forced unwillingly into that crystal,
My pleas were ignored!

You and the others did…

Roselle
Your ideas and thoughts were… Unimaginable. Your lust 

for power, like Korell could not be ignored.

Dark Being
The council was weak, I had to take action.

 
Roselle

Your actions, had caused the destruction of our world… 
Child

Dark Being
(Shouts Angrily)

DON'T CALL ME THAT… FATHER!

Roselle
The day you caused our home planets downfall, you 

ceased being by son.
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Dark Being
It matters not, I have attained my freedom. And I have 

the leader of the council in front of me. I could kill you right 
now… But that wouldn't be very… Sporting of me father… 

A bright blue ghost like figure appears and Roselle 
disappears.

Dark Being
NOO! I will not be denied. So the slithering ancients  

finally reveal themselves

Ancient Being
We were forced to intervene, dark one. This is a sacred 

place. You taint this place with your dark soul… Leave now, 
or face destruction.

Dark Being
So be it, this place has no use to me.

The dark being disappears in a purple light. And Roselle 
reappears.

Ancient Being
You are safe now, friend.

Roselle bows respectfully.

Roselle
I am honoured and truly thankful. I knew it only be a 

matter of time he would return. I sense Korell has had a 
taste of his own medicine.

Ancient Being
Indeed. You have served our council of elders… Without 

question….
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Roselle
I am… Unworthy!

Ancient Being
Still you reject your calling Roselle, please reconsider…

Roselle thinks to himself for a moment.

Roselle
I accept.

The ancient being nods and a blue bright light envelopes 
Roselle for a brief second. He opens his eyes and his are 

bright blue.

Ancient Being
Welcome brother…

They both disappear a bright blue light.

End of chapter 10

Final Chapter

Elder Council Chambers: Unknown Time

We see a brief image of Roselle addressing the elders and 
Kai and Ryan standing close by. Then suddenly the image 

shimmers and disappears.

Kai 
So he has finally accepted his destiny, I am pleased

A voice is heard.
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Voice
Just like the coward he is.

They all turn to see the dark being standing with his arms 
folded.

Kai
You are not welcome here, dark one… Begone.

Dark Being
(Laughs Madly)

You presume to command me, Kai?!
I think….

A blast of energy catches the dark being off guard. He 
turns around to see Ryan staring at him with his eyes and 
arms blazing with bright orange energy which flickers like 

fire.

Ryan Shepard
Like Kai said, hit the bricks.

Dark Being
Must I teach you another hard lesson, so be it.

Ryan and the dark being charge at each other. But the 
dark being is to slow and catches a devastating blow from 

Ryan. He flies into a nearby wall and slams hard and he gets 
up. He lets out an enraged yell. And charges again. Ryan 

intercepts and sends the dark being into another nearby wall. 
He slumps to the ground breathing hard. He weakly gets to 
his feet bloodied and bruised. Ryan stands before him ready 

for another fight.

Dark being
(Breathing Hard)
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Well… Well done human… You've proven to… To be a 
worthy opponent...bu…. But you still are no…. No match 

for me. I…I will give you...time to prepare…

The dark being disappears in a bright purple light. The 
energy fades from Ryan's eyes and arms. Kai walks to him 

and places a hand on his shoulder.

Ryan Shepard
What… The fuck was that?!

Kai
I do not know my friend, but I suspect you 

have...untapped potential.

Ryan Shepard
I know him...we've met before.

Kai
It seems you have a gift. And I deduce that gift is 

awakening.

Ryan Shepard
I think your right friend. But where to find the answers.

Aziel appears in a bright white light.

Aziel 
Perhaps I can be of assistance, in this. I can give you the 

answers you seek, but the journey will be long and perilous. 
You may be away for sometime.

Ryan Shepard 
What if that guy comes back, I don't wanna put anyone 

in danger…

Aziel
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I will remain here and protect the elders….

Kai
I will aid Aziel in this as well. You have nothing to fear, 

friend.

Ryan Shepard
So how do I go about getting answers?!

Aziel
I can set you upon the path, but are you fully committed 

to unraveling your past?!

Ryan Shepard 
I am. 

A bright white light shines down from the ceiling.

Aziel
This light will take you, to where you will find some of 

the answers you seek. 

Ryan steps slowly towards the light. He turns to the 
elders and Kai and Aziel and strikes a humble pose and bows 

respectively. He steps into the light and he dissipates into 
thin air and the light fades.

Kai
Return to us safe my old friend.

Aziel 
May the ancients guide you and keep you safe…

The elders return to their duties as Aziel disappears. But 
Kai stands alone.

Kai
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I hope you find yourself again….

End of chapter 11

Chapter 12

We are in dimly lit surroundings as we can just make out 
a shadowy figure in chains kneeling.

Unknown Figure
( To Himself)

Forever trapped here, bound by these…accursed chains.

A bright red figure appears.

Red Figure
That is because you're weak and pathetic. You let them 

bind you here, you willingly let them pass sentence on you.

A bright blue figure appears.

 Blue Figure
You accepted their judgment, because you knew had 

overstepped your bounds. And submitted… Willingly.

The red figure scowls at the figure.

Red Figure
He was a coward to stand up to them. You could've 

easily slaughtered them, without a second thought.

Blue Figure
That is not who you are, the thought did cross your 

mind… 

Dark Figure
I know who I am… But why do you hound me…
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Blue Figure
We have been made sentient hereby the order of the 

council , you know who we both are…
I am your reason and logic and rational side

Red Figure 
I'm your chaotic side, who knows you better than anyone 

else. Why do you try to suppress me?!

Blue Figure
he knows that not who he is. Do not listen to your other 

self…

Red Figure
Don't listen to that… Scum… Realise who you are, rise 
up and break these chains of oppression…. And seek 

vengeance of those who did this…

The blue figure flickers momentarily.

Blue Figure
You see, he is trying to manipulate you…

Please don't let him corrupt you…

Dark Figure
(Angrily)

ENOUGH…. Just leave me be…
  

The red figure disappears but the blue figure remains.

Blue Figure
I only ask this of you, do not listen to that part of you, I 

know you are better than that…

The blue figure disappears
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End of Chapter 12

Final Chapter

N.E.O Headquarters:Night

We see a table lamp illuminating James sitting in his black 
leather chair sipping a whiskey. A ghostly figure steps out of 
the darkness. James looks up and sighs and relaxes back into 

his chair.

James Spencer
What you do want?!

Ghostly Figure
I am here to tell you, it will not be long till things are in 

motion… I cannot remain here for long… All I ask is when 
time comes…. Do not fail me…

James Spencer
(Sips his drink)

You want… I see… Very well… It will be done…

The ghostly figure disappears

James Spencer
(Puts his drink down)

But you'll get will not workout as you think…..

End of Final Chapter
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